Honda 300 fourtrax

The Fourtrax was Honda's entry-level utility quad. Featuring a heavy-duty steel frame, a proven
single-cylinder engine and aggressive all-terrain tires, it was well-suited for both recreation and
work applications. It was replaced by the similar but more powerful Fourtrax the following year.
The Fourtrax was motivated by cc, four-stroke engine. It had a bore and stroke of 74 mm and
The single-overhead-cam, air-cooled motor used a 32 mm piston-valve carburetor and a
solid-state, digital ignition with electronic advance. A gear-driven counter-balancer helped make
power delivery smooth and easy to manage. A snorkel-type air intake provided for operation in
wet and muddy terrain. The FourTrax sent power to the ground via a five-speed transmission
with extra-low first and reverse gears. The FourTrax was considered a full-size quad. It
measured It sat on a It had a dry weight of It provided 6. For carrying gear and supplies, the
quad offered a 2. The FourTrax featured a time-tested suspension configuration. It consisted of
an independent double-wishbone with Arvin shock absorbers in the front and a swingarm setup
-- also with an Arvin shock -- in the rear. Suspension travel was 5. The Honda sat on 23 x front
tires and 25 x rear tires. It had dual-sealed hydraulic drum brakes in the front and single-sealed
mechanical drum brakes in the back. Dual skid plates protected the quad's underside. The
FourTrax was available in red, olive and beige. Michael G. Sanchez has been a professional
writer for over 10 years. A lifelong car enthusiast and former senior mechanic, he has written on
a wide range of automotive topics. He holds a bachelor's degree in English literature from
Castleton State College. Sanchez started writing about cars as a part-time copywriter for a local
dealership while still in high school. Hungry for the Trails The FourTrax featured a time-tested
suspension configuration. Pricing and Colors The FourTrax was available in red, olive and
beige. Writer Bio Michael G. Make Honda. Model Fourtrax Located in Brookwood, AL. Email
dbrb gmail. Model TRX Fourtrax. The Fourtrax was motivated by cc, four-stroke engine. It had a
bore and stroke of 74 mm and The single-overhead-cam, air-cooled motor used a 32 mm
piston-valve carburetor and a solid-state, digital ignition with electronic advance. A gear-driven
counter-balancer helped make power delivery smooth and easy to manage. A snorkel-type air
intake provided for operation in wet and muddy terrain. The FourTrax sent power to the ground
via a five-speed transmission with extra-low first and reverse gears. Some people immediately
choose the best in whatever they're after. And if you're looking for the best, you've come to the
right place. The Rincon stands at the top of our ATV lineup. The Rincon offers our biggest ATV
engine, unmatched comfort and ride quality, and class-leading innovation. The heart of the
matter: a single-cylinder liquid-cooled cc engine featuring a twin-plug cylinder head. The
longitudinal-crankshaft layout a Honda innovation means more power actually gets to the
ground, so the Rincon can offer the real-world power of the competition's bigger, heavier
models. Premium long-travel suspension, rugged bodywork, strong steel racks front and
rearâ€”the Rincon's list of features is endless. One thing you can't see but is readily apparent is
the Rincon's all-day comfort, something serious ATV riders will appreciate. And then there's
just the way the Rincon looks: Strong. Like a flagship ATV should. Important Safety Information:
Recommended for riders 16 years of age and older. Honda recommends that all ATV riders take
a training course and read their owner's manual thoroughly. Model Fourtrax 4X4. Well you are in
luck, this near new RZR only has 65 miles on it. Don't be afraid to brave the trails, as you are
protected by rock sliders, lower aluminum doors, and a front bumper. This deal wont last long
so make sure you're the one to come down to Don Wood Polaris and Victory and take it home.
Please Contact Roger Cochran Visit us online at DonWoodPolaris. We have a clean and clear
title in hand for the ATV. This was the back up race bike of a local youth racer and has only
been actually raced a handful of times as you can see from the condition of the bike. This has a
list of upgrades so long its actually hard to believe this is a EX and not a R. Everything added to
the bike is absolutely top shelf components such as the full Elka Stage 3 suspension, full
Yoshimura stainless exhaust, hiper carbon fiber wheels with double beadlocks, ITP holeshots,
AC nerf bars, skid plate, grab bar, bumper, durablue rear axle, extended a-arms, burgard
steering stem and triple clamp, tag motocross bars, pro-armor tether killswitch and aftermarket
relocated ignition, lights and reverse removed or disconnected, full race bodywork and a
gripper seat cover. The a-arms, frame, swingarm, and steering stem have all been professionally
powerdercoated black and metallic red. This unit comes fully serviced and has passed our
rigorous in house ATV inspection as well. This is probably one of the most comprehensive and
in depth pre-owned checklists in the industry and even exceeds most of the manufacturers
pre-delivery and set up inspection checklists. To be assured your new ride has in fact been
checked over we mark every fastener and component which we check the torque on with a very
small dot of washable paint marker and will provide a copy of the completed checklist for your
vehicle at purchase. A copy of the checklist can be downloaded from the home page of our
dealerships website at If th. No frills design makes them bulletproof dependable and they start
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Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Its revolutionary design made it a huge
success, selling over half a million units over its year production run. Learn all about this
legendary all-terrain vehicle, as you read about its specs and features, and more, in this article.
It featured a cc air-cooled four-stroke mono-cylinder engine and boasted remarkable towing
capabilities, 45 mph top speed, and 20 horsepower. It superseded the TRXX â€” a cc sport
model featuring a five-speed transmission and adjustable suspension that made the FourTrax
name famous in With a market that was seeing more value in ATVs and the benefit they bring to
utility work and recreation, the Honda FourTrax immediately became a hit with the off-roading
community as well as the general public. FourTrax owners attest to its durability â€” never
letting them down when traversing on sandy wastes and rough terrain or even when riding at an
elevation of up to 10, feet. Its stock jetting performs excellently under these conditions,
provided the spark plug and valves are correctly adjusted. People love its phenomenal gas
mileage â€” allowing them to cover 25 miles of distance with only the 0. This video goes over
rebuilding the Honda FourTrax He got the model no differential lock for cheap and added
functional accessories. Watch how he gives a brief but detailed history of the FourTrax in this
video:. Although the Honda FourTrax is a durable quad, it does have issues reported by its
owners. Luckily, their experience provides us with solutions to these identified problems. Here
are a few of them:. Especially for secondhand quads that have seen too many mud bogs and
streams, deterioration is unavoidable. A good practice is to avoid water crossings that go above
your brakes. Slow acceleration and reduced top speed are a couple of tell-tale signs you have
this problem. These may happen even if your wheeler starts fine. You may also notice that only
your rear wheels are powered when attempting to take your quad out of the mud. Here are
things you can do fix the problem:. However, they may not always solve your front-slipping
problems. At most, the latter may require you to do a partial or complete clutch kit installation
â€” new pressure plates and all. In addition to installing a new spark plug, adding sea foam to
your fuel will clean your fuel system and free your combustion chamber of excessive carbon
deposits that rob the engine of power which explains the sluggish performance and
acceleration. Changing the engine oil and oil filter with manufacturer-recommended options
does wonders for your vehicle. This typically occurs with older FourTrax s when upshifting or
downshifting. Several possibilities behind this problem include a broken or warped clutch plate,
incorrect oil grade, clutch basket wear, improper clutch adjustment, plus a few more unusual
causes. Surprisingly, changing the oil to a JASO rating of MA or higher mitigates clutch wear
and eliminates the need to ram your shift lever into the next gear. Savvy enthusiasts and
mechanics doing rebuilds advise new owners to check on Honda FourTrax rear end axle,
differential bearings, and swingarm bearings. They are the weakest link on the vehicle. Not
catching this problem early on will result in damage to the ring and pinion bearings. To inspect,
move the axle while looking at the areas where it comes through the differential and where it
exits the brake drum cover. Replace the bearings at once if you see any movement or play
unless you prefer replacing the pinion bearings, which is more difficult. Used FourTrax s are
mostly available through online and farm auctions. Cheaper, older models may come with minor
defects such as torn seats and corroded plastics and may require some rear end work.
However, some models still have stock tires, with no cracks or dents, and have never been
taken off-road. Sellers may even throw in their service manual for the new owner. Honda Motor
Company Ltd. Founded in by Soichiro Honda, the Japanese firm began by developing small
two-cycle motorcycle engines. The company innovates in other areas like personal mobility,
therapeutic machinery, and even hydrogen-powered vehicles. After two decades from its final
production, the quad is still making noise in the ATV market. It continues to be a favorite among
off-roaders and rebuilders and retains its value well, especially in near-stock condition.
Synonymous with hard work, the Kawasaki Mule has come a long way from its 1,class p
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redecessor. This multi-functional quad is no longer just for agricultural applications. Through
the years, This wheeler was Polaris' Skip to content. It has a bore-stroke ratio of 74 mm by The
engine displacement is Fuel tank capacity is 3. Fluid capacity is 2. It features an automatic
clutch and a maintenance-free shaft drive. Its gear-driven counter-balancer provides smooth
and manageable power delivery, and the snorkel-type air intake allows for light mudding and

riding on wet terrain. The recommended tire pressure is 2. The least pressure allowed when
airing down tires is 2. The vehicle wheelbase is The rear suspension utilizes a swingarm setup
with 5. Both front and rear suspensions are equipped with Arvin shock absorbers â€” perfect
for trail riding. Its height from the ground is It also comes with footpegs with a height of The
quad also has a 5-watt taillight. All other light indicators â€” neutral, reverse, and oil â€” are 1. A
12V battery powers all lighting. Continue Reading.

